Digital Invoice
Processing

Pain-free
Digital Invoice
Processing.
100% managed. 100% accurate.

Digital Invoice
Processing that
feels simply
Ahhh–mazing.
Your finance department is a critical
business function that your entire company
relies on. Too often though they’re bogged
down with painful manual data entry,
complex invoice processing and time
consuming corrections, orchestration
and validation of invoices.
But with Pitney Bowes’ Digital Invoice
Processing platform, your finance teams
can go from this state of Argh to feeling
blissfully Ahhh. Our fully automated solution

brings the accuracy, insight and power
to put them (and you) in total control,
with automated data extraction that
is 100% accurate – every time.
So your teams can handle any type
of invoice format, from HTML to PDF,
our solution can do it all. Pick up errors,
automatically populate data and unlock
the awesome power of full invoice data for
your entire business so you can easily share
reporting and analytics with everyone.
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We’ll free up your finance teams,
automating all your digital processing
so they can get on with what matters.
And you can cut out paper altogether
to become leaner and greener than ever.
We manage the technology on your behalf
24/7 too, and take full responsibility for
the accuracy of processed data so that
you get complete assurance. Welcome
to a whole new way to manage digital
invoicing. One that feels Ahhh-mazing.

Ahhh. Now that’s more like it.
Imagine digital invoice processing felt this good. With our fully automated Digital Invoice Processing solution it can.
Get total control, empower your teams and become faster and more agile than ever.

Putting you in total control

Become faster and more agile

We bring a fully managed service for absolute
simplicity and security putting your in control.
With complete visibility of your invoice processing you’ll
have total assurance too. And our platform works seamlessly
with your existing tech to deliver 100% accuracy.

Get rapid, automated digital invoice processing
and error identification to make real-time
transactions and invoicing possible. Become faster
and more agile while building better supplier relationships
built around complete transparency.

Empowered by data

Free up valuable finance resource

Unfortunately for many businesses, access to
highly valuable data has long gone untapped due
to tech constraints and manual processes. But with Pitney
Bowes’ Digital Invoice Processing platform you can extract
ALL the data you need from every invoice. And run reports
in real-time.

With Pitney Bowes’ Digital Invoice Processing,
you get intelligent automation to drive increased
efficiency and speed. Free up your finance teams from
repetitive manual tasks so they can focus more on the
things that matter.
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Go from Argh to Ahhh in 4 simple steps.
Our fully automated, managed cloud service solution makes invoice processing easy.

1. We work closely with you

2. Understanding your unique needs

To design a solution and a proposal that works
for your business. So we that you can overcome
your biggest challenges.

Then we’ll create a Project Initiation Document that gives you
the information you need to take your project live. From data
extraction to output type and data security requirements.
We’ve got you covered.

3. Building for success

4. Delivery

Once we understand exactly what your finance team needs,
we’ll build the data acquisition and processing rules around
your requirements. Any reasonable changes are free of charge.

We’ll even help you launch the new system and get your
suppliers onboarded as quickly as possible. Your suppliers
continue to send their invoices as normal and we can
support efforts to encourage them to swap paper to PDFs.
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Putting you in total control
We process your digital invoices with 100% accuracy and our smart technology
identifies errors with complete precision.
By lowering the impact on your internal IT resources, as well as alleviating the burden
on your finance teams, we help put you in total control. Our open API interface works
seamlessly with your existing tech for greater flexibility and brings powerful fraud
prevention capabilities to protect you and your business.
With our fully managed, completely
automated solution you get:

Consistent 100% accuracy

Automatic error correction

Open API that works seamlessly with
existing workflows and processes
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Empowered
by data
Our digital invoice processing
solution lets you tap into a goldmine
of data previously unreachable due
to technology constraints and manual
processes. We can help you leverage this
valuable data with its direct access to spend
and financial information. The Pitney Bowes
Digital Invoice Processing Platform extracts
all invoice data and makes it immediately
available to your entire business for
more in-depth analytics, insights,
delivery information and more.
We make it simple to ensure
invoice data is actionable based
on customer requirements and
we bring a deeper level of visibility
to help you better identify trends
and opportunities which may
impact procurement negotiation.
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Build trust with 1000+ pages
and line items extracted
and validated in hours
Empower your decisionmakers with fully accurate
invoice data which can
be downloaded in minutes
for detailed analysis
Extract data from any kind
of inbound invoice type
including PDF, scanned
images, XML, EDI and HTML

Free up valuable
finance resource
Free your finance teams from repetitive manual tasks and enable them
to work on what matters most and deliver greater value for your business.
Create time and space to increase innovative capabilities and improve
the employee experience of some of your most valuable people.
Handle peaks and business growth without the need to hire more
invoice processing staff and completely eliminate time wasted
tracking down and addressing exceptions and errors.

Empower your finance teams

Enhance innovative capabilities
Better manage peaks and
workloads and completely
remove manual data entry
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Become faster and more agile
With our intelligent, fully managed solution, you can process digital invoices
faster than ever before, identifying and correcting errors and enabling
real-time transactions. Build better supplier relationships through enhanced
transparency and ensure quicker reconciliation to reduce cycle times and costs.
Automated delivery ensures greater efficiency and agility in today’s more
connected, digitally-driven world while we can enable seamless interfacing
with all ERP’s and any existing workflow tool for greater flexibility.

Increase speed,
agility and efficiency
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Build better supplier
relationships

Extract everything at line
level, from PO numbers,
dates, references, VAT
numbers and even
contact numbers

Why choose Pitney Bowes?
We have deep industry expertise in digitizing complex business processes as well as over 100 years of experience in physical invoicing.
So we bring the best of both worlds to help you transition to digital invoicing simply, safely and securely. We understand your key
transformation challenges better than anyone else and we’re trusted by big global businesses around the world because our proven
track record is unmatched. We bring:

The latest technology

Exceptional accuracy

Total support

Our cutting-edge technology means we
can deliver truly pain-free digital invoicing
to give finance teams more freedom
and deliver greater precision, agility and
resilience to drive businesses forward.
We use analytical capture programming
language to intelligently extract everything
at line level, from PO numbers, dates,
references, VAT numbers and even contact
numbers so your finance teams have all
the data they need.

We make digital invoicing fast and secure,
and no one offers greater precision than
us. We deliver reliable 100% accuracy
when extracting information from formats
including PDF, scanned images, XML, EDI
and HTML. Our service is cloud-based too
so we deliver updates as soon as they’re
required, ensuring full compliance without
the need for costly hardware overhauls.

With skilled technical resources, we
reduce the complexity of making the leap
to digital invoicing and we manage the
technology for you. We also offer
a full spectrum of cost-effective solutions
and services to help with mailing and
document sending and receiving, including
hybrid mail solutions, multi-channel
mail creation, electronic document
management, digital payslips, archiving
capabilities and electronic signatures.

At Pitney Bowes, we’re a proven leader in physical and digital invoice processing.
See how easy we can make your shift to digital invoice processing today.
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We understand your challenges,
and we know how to overcome them
With our Digital Invoice Processing Solution you can:
Handle any kind of inbound invoice type including PDF, scanned images,
XML, EDI and HTML. So your suppliers can continue to send their invoices
to you in the same way they always have. We also handle the automatic
collection of these documents and their conversion to a digital format.
Strip out all the information your system needs including PO numbers,
dates, references, VAT numbers and contact numbers. We can even
extract this information from the email the invoice is attached to
and automatically upload it to any finance application you use.
Completely remove manual entry, printing and correcting
of invoice information. Our intelligent solution automatically
picks up errors and we can accept or reject invoices on your behalf.
So you only get the highest value, more accurate data possible.
Evolve past Optical Character Recognition (OCR) limitations
to be able to maximise the advantages of 100% accurate
data extraction – every time, guaranteed.
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Pitney Bowes
Digital Invoice
Processing
Solution.
Making digital invoice
processing Ahhh-mazing.
Speak to us at Pitney Bowes today to find out
more about how we can help make your invoice
processing less Argh and more Ahhh.
Email: Sales.enquiries@pb.com Phone: 0800 748 639
or visit: pitneybowes.com/uk/digital-invoice-processing.html
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